
Trust Cyber Protected Cloud Based DERMS in Uncertain Times  
The world's first cloud-based production DERMS from mPrest is being utilized by leading electricity utilities during 

the current crisis to leverage grid edge-assets and provide load flexibility

Tel Aviv, April 23, 2020 – Uncertainty is nothing new, and the current situation is a harsh reminder of its 

consequences. For electricity utilities the COVID-19 restrictions have resulted in unpredicted loading patterns and 

usage behavior. The ability to dynamically respond with grid edge control, while limiting face to face contact 

between employees, has provided massive relief to utilities as they respond to a new and entirely different 

crisis.Distribution utilities must constantly address increased complexity and crisis management protocols, 

including a need for remote workplace access to operational control centers. Forward looking utilities have taken a 

more advanced approach through the adoption of cloud-based operational technologies. 

mPrest has partnered with utilities across the globe to provide real-time situational awareness and support a wide 

variety of use cases. These partnerships resulted in the world’s first cloud-based, production DERMS and system of 

systems orchestration platforms.

The product includes orchestration and optimization of DERs, EV charging, demand response, as well as legacy 

assets managed through D-SCADA and market price arbitration. Use cases supported by the product include real 

time system topology awareness, constraint management, non-wires alternatives, DER fleet management and plan 

creation. 

The utility’s decision to deploy DERMS and system of system orchestration over the cloud enables their operators 

to set up a remote virtual DERMs control room in any location in near real time.

“mPrest’s micro-services based architecture integrates with legacy systems and allows for on premise, hybrid and 

full cloud production deployments of DERMS and DERMS as a Service (DaaS) offerings” said Ron Halpern, mPrest’s 

Chief Commercial Officer. “This flexible architecture also allows mPrest and its customers to further develop our 

product and deployments, while supporting our customers and adhering to country-specific guidelines for social 

distancing.”

About mPrest – Empowering Digital Transformation. Now.

Leveraging its unparalleled experience and expertise in real-time mission-critical command and control software, 

mPrest has developed the world leading distributed asset orchestration and optimization software. mPrest’s 

micro-services based, real-time orchestration and optimization platform brings the power of AI and IoT to the 

digital transformation of various industries, from energy and smart cities, through oil & gas, connected cars, water, 

defense and other industry 4.0 applications. mPrest’s applications suite, including Distributed Energy Resources 

Management, Asset Health Management, Criticality and Risk Assessment, Critical Infrastructure Protection and 

Integrated Operations Center, are deployed on premise or on the cloud in record time in the most forward-looking 

and efficient organizations worldwide, including some of the world's largest energy companies. mPrest’s 

vendor-agnostic product suite interfaces with millions of sensors, devices, machines, assets, subsystems, IT and OT 

applications, creating a system of systems that provides end-to-end visibility and control over complex and 

distributed operations.


